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Dear Mr. President Donald J. “MAGA” Trump: 
 
First of all, I want to personally thank you for perpetrating your mission to build The Wall and 
MAGA. Though “I Ain’t No Homo,” as our song goes, I most certainly respect your extraordinary 
hands, and can tell you are indeed a handful o’ man who is a-hangin’ with the Big Dogs. 
 
As Debbie and I tour these blue states of the Northeast en route to Nashville, states where 
socialism runs rampant from Sea to Shining Sea across the Greatest Country that God Ever Did 
Give to the People of This Green Earth, we find comfort in the thought of your body standing 
erect as a bastion of God and Light in the White House at the epicenter of the Swamp of 
Washington, DC. 
 
The Doyle and Debbie Show will be stopping off at the District of Columbia Arts Center for 
select shows between February 15-March 30. We invite you and yours to be our honored 
guests at any performance, so that Debbie and I may do our best with what the Good Lord gave 
us to entertain you with some good old down-home country music. (PS - Please bring Ivanka 
along, because unlike yourself, she ain’t my daughter and I can date her, bein’ currently 
between mariages.) (PPS - Heck, bring Kellyanne and Sarah Sanders, too, ain’t nothin’ a pair o’ 
blue stretch pants can’t fix there). (PPPS - Hashtagmetoo.) 
 
Thank you for your commitment to Good Heartland Values, Draining The Swamp, and The 
Doyle and Debbie Show. It’s because of Loyal fans like you that Doyle and Debbie are going 
strong. We have the Best fans. The Greatest. We could stand in the middle of fifth avenue and 
shoot someone and not lose fans. That’s how loyal they are. God bless em. And God Bless 
America. 
 
Yours, 
 
 
 
 
Doyle Mayfield 
The Doyle and Debbie Show 
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